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The 7 Proven Marketing Principles for Carpet Cleaners

Here’s 7 “Proven Principles” You 
Can Use Right Now In Your Carpet Cleaning Business To Attract New Higher Paying Customers

Article By Mark Anthony, author of “Attract More Clients In Just 7 Days & Book Yourself Solid”

In this editorial you are going to learn 7 very speci�c but hardly ever properly utilised principles that some of the world’s most successful
carpet cleaning business owners use to attract more higher paying customers to their carpet cleaning businesses. A small carpet cleaning
business owner who implemented these principles recently boasted of a 43% increase in business in just four short weeks.

Principle 1: Are you seen as the expert in your �eld or just another contestant for price shoppers?

Position Yourself as an Expert, Not as a Salesperson.

Positioning yourself as an expert in your industry, rather than just as another business selling carpet cleaning services, is one of the most
powerful marketing strategies you can implement especially if you desire higher paying clients who want professionals over any other option.

Most business owners, from one-man shows to large corporations, are focused on the sale when they should be educating their prospects �rst.

They jump right into their pitch.

People prefer to buy from people and businesses they trust and respect and you only have to think about your own suppliers to understand what
I mean here right?

One way to educate your prospects is to o�er a free report or information guide teaching them something valuable about your industry,
products, or services… Just like the one you are reading now.

1. What problems do they have that need solving?
2. What annoys them about your industry?
3. What do your competitors do badly that you do better?

Tell them about it in detail, really hammering the pain points, and then o�er the solution. You'll get far more quali�ed, happy customers this
way because you tried to help them instead of just sell to them.

Very few businesses take this approach, and that’s because it takes time. But if you put in the e�ort and invest time and money marketing the
guide instead of your products or services, your prospects will be knocking down your door to give you money.

I’m not saying this will be easy – most good things aren’t – but as long as the educational resources you produce aren’t complete crap, you
really can’t fail.
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End result? You get much more respect from your customers, they’re more likely to buy from you more often, and they’re less likely to buy
from your competitors. They will be happy to pay more money to do business with you.

We’ll get into this idea and where it �ts in the big scheme of things more later. For now, start writing that info guide today.

Principle 2: Are you gaining subscribers on your website opt-in-forms?

If you’re spending money on SEO or Google ads or any advertising that send’s tra�c to your website and you have an opt-in-form on your
website, does it convert or is it taking up valuable space?

More often than not you are not gaining new subscribers let alone testing the numbers. Here is a real life example of a before and after opt-in-
form we created for a carpet cleaning business that went from 11 subscribers after several years to 1,128 in just 9 months. 12.9% (145
people) of those subscribers booked jobs in directly from automated emails we set up that were sent out to every person who entered their
name and email. The total was an additional $35,235 in revenue they never would have seen otherwise.

Here is a before and after of that exact same opt-in-form…

BEFORE AFTER

Now if you were sitting and looking at 2 di�erent carpet cleaning websites, one uses the web form to the left and the second using the one to
the right, which one would you be more likely to gravitate towards?
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There is quite a well thought out back end to this but it all starts here with a compelling web form that builds your database.

Principle 3: Your website’s headline

One of the missing principles on your website lies in between what happens when a potential customer initially lands on your website and what
their next click will be. Does your website compel them to pick up the phone and call you or do many potential customers leave your website
only to look at your competitors or for cheaper prices?

The missing principle usually is…

A ‘compelling’, targeted and well thought out headline!

Did you know that headlines on average are read �ve times more than the body content? What you say and how you say it in your marketing
really does make a di�erence. What you say should make it instantly evident why your cleaning business is better or di�erent than your
competitor’s. Headlines are the primary tool used to take instant control of your audience, and steer them in the direction you want them to
go.

Good headlines put you in command of the message, poor headlines (or no headline) let the audience drift in their own direction.

For example, compare these two carpet cleaning website homepage headlines:

1. Welcome To ABC Carpet Cleaning.

And,

2. Sydney’s Best Quality Carpet Cleaning GUARANTEED – Or It’s FREE!

The �rst headline communicates the idea, “We’re a carpet cleaner, and we’re glad you found our website.” The second headline takes
command of the conversation, and instantly promises to provide quality results at no risk to the customer. If you were looking to choose a
carpet cleaner, which website headline would be more attractive for you?

Headlines Should Receive At Least 80% Of Your Writing E�ort

Headline number 1 is safe, easy to write, and takes no real strategic thought. It feels warm and inviting to say, but that’s not what the audience
hears; they hear, “I’m a carpet cleaner, and I hope you choose me because you found my website, welcome!”

Headline 2 takes strategic e�ort. It holds the cleaner to a higher standard for both care delivery, and content delivery. Headline number 2
demands content that will expose and solve problems that are important and relevant to the customer. It sets the provider on a course for
strategic success with customers and referral sources not to mention, search engines.
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The problem/solution “slant” of headline 2 also makes it easier to determine what other kinds of marketing communication tools will be
e�ective in attracting new customers. And so you see how the simple (but not easy) job of creating headlines can be the single most important
priority for your marketing.

Don’t make the mistake of trying to be cute or funny, and don’t confuse headlines with taglines. You’re a professional and leader in your �eld
and the promise of your headline needs to be one of educational problem/solution information. Avoid saying things like “we are the best” or
“most experience”; these are self-serving platitudes that lack the power to produce the strategic success you deserve from your marketing.

If you want to avoid the e�ort of marketing and innovating your business, headlines like the ones I am sharing with you here then you are
making a poor choice. But if you see the potential power of these strategic “slants” to out-market your competition, and build strategic
success, this approach will get you on your way.

Principle 4: What makes people STOP & take notice of your video?

Many carpet cleaning business owners have embraced video, spending a small fortune with video production companies to create a high quality
video. The vital element in the production of any video is in the content. The costly mistake many business owners are still making is creating a
video that has all the bells and whistles that make it look pretty.

I and everyone else watching your video couldn’t give a hoot about anything other than one single thing which is “What’s In It For Me?” And
that’s the only thing potential customer’s care about.

An engaging, well planned video must deliver 3 important elements while making the viewer feel like there is something in it for them. The
video must also compel the viewer to take an action that you want them to take.

The three elements that absolutely must be implemented in the video are:

1. Authority

2. Trust

3. And a call to action

Most videos leave out these three vital elements which leads to an expensive video that cost the business owner several thousand to tens of
thousands of dollars (or more) and little to no returns. Every business owner I’ve worked with who utilised video previously didn’t even track,
split-test or measure the video/s to see if they produced customers… What a complete waste of time and money.

Solution: Let’s �rst look at how to implement authority and trust into a simple video.

One of the �rst mistakes business owner make when creating a video is they sit in front of the video camera, they practise their lines and they
look polished but they tell the audience about their features. They explain how they’ve done this and how they’ve done that and how many
degrees they have under their belt.
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SO WHAT!

All I care about from a consumer point is:

1. Can this business really give me what I want (solve my problem)

2. And how much is it going to cost (can I a�ord it)…

…Which stems form - “What’s In It For Me?”

Here’s just 1 way to set the foundations of your video so it demands the best results

Start by writing down the top 12 most painful challenges people face that stops them from using a carpet cleaner, and then write down the
answers on how to solve each of those challenges.

Now have a colleague or close friend sit with you in front of a video camera. Have them introduce you as the expert including anything that
credits your authority and expertise (credentials, author, lecturer etc) then they interview you by asking you the 12 questions. In between
seeing you on camera and while you are talking show short clips of you cleaning carpets, tiles, upholstery etc…

Because this video is seen as an interview rather than a sales ploy and the fact that you are delivering free advice on how to overcome the most
painful challenges people face when looking to solve their carpet cleaning needs you gain both authority and trust.

It is impossible to achieve authority and trust by stating how skilled you are. If you asked me about my marketing ability, what do you think I am
going to say? More to the point, given you don’t know me yet, would you believe me?

However, when asked in an interview about your products or services you now are expected to give an answer… At this point anything you say
won’t be seen as selling yourself providing you deliver legitimate and compelling answers that solve painful challenges customers face when
looking to buy your products or services.

How should you end your video?

A call to action is what almost everyone leaves out at the conclusion of a video.

And when most business owners include a call to action they do so in a tactless and non-compelling manner. Without executing a call to action
well you run the risk of leaving the viewer feeling like saying: “I knew there was a catch”.

You don’t want to do that or you lose the trust we just worked so hard to achieve.

OK… So how do we implement a call to action without losing trust yet compelling the viewer to pick up the phone and call you?
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Very simple… and here’s one way how you can do that…

Have the interviewer ask you a question very similar to this: “So Mr Smith, for the person watching this video right now who may be thinking, I’d
feel really comfortable talking with Mr Smith about my carpets that need cleaning and I’d like to get in touch… what is the best number for
them to contact with you on?”

Now all you have to do is give your phone number.

The interviewer thanks you for making time and that’s it.

End of video.

Now you could include a di�erent call to action that compels a viewer to want to �ll in their name and email into your web form in exchange for
something of value such as:

 A short guide in PDF format
 A gift certi�cate valued at $XYZ for their initial clean
 Some short videos on how to solve their problem for example

Or something special that steers them in the direction you want them to take.

Now there are a few cosmetic steps that can be added to the video to make it a little more attractive but I’ve personally seen a poorly made
video done on a mobile phone (using the above principles) that out performed a full production made video that cost over $54,000.

Expensive videos may look good but do they deliver compelling reasons for the viewer to take action? Well some do only because they’ve been
wise enough to invest in an established marketing specialist like me but for the most part I see people wasting tens of thousands of dollars on
videos.

If more companies invested in a really good marketer who delivers positive results they would achieve so much more from every dollar they
spend on their advertising. As a business owner you excel at your chosen profession (carpet cleaning for example) however, these skills do not
include advertising and marketing. You wouldn’t expect someone like me to receive sound advice about carpet cleaning from a marketing
colleague of mine who has never done what you do would you.

Not in a million years!

OK, point made… Now there’s a few little things you can also add to the video but what I’ve given you will get you started on the right path so
let’s move on to the next principle you really need.

Principle 5: Client feedback/references (also known as testimonials)
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OK, there are few industries that do not allow testimonials such as dentistry, massage and some health professions and that’s a real shame as
testimonials build trust better than almost anything I’ve utilised online, on TV or in print in the past 14 years.

For just about any other business type you will �nd that testimonials are allowed as long as they are genuine and true.

Seeing that carpet cleaning falls into the category where you are allowed to utilise testimonials which is something to include when making a
video. Be sure you interview your customers on camera asking them several questions. Do NOT give them free run to say anything they choose
as the comments will not come out sounding as authentic and may be perceived as very unprofessional.

The best testimonials are often a customer who has been done over by really bad carpet cleaners in the past and needed someone good like
you… Others can relate to their story.

In addition, it would be wise to simply interview several customers on camera asking them about their past experience with your competitors
(do not mention the companies name or edit it out if they do to show class and that you play fair) and how your business made a positive
di�erence. You then edit that video down to between thirty seconds or a minute. When you have half a dozen of these in your video they will
help build trust in your website visitors and in house quotes far beyond any other marketing tool you will ever use.

Important note:
Do NOT push your customer to give you a video testimonial if it’s obvious they are not comfortable being in front of a camera. Simply ask them
politely if they would feel more comfortable simply writing a review on Facebook.

Facebook reviews are seen as authentic as the potential new client who is reading the Facebook reviews can see they are de�nitely a real
person and not a made up written testimonial that the business owner could have written. Made up testimonials where a potential client can
only read words with no proof of who wrote it can do more harm than good.

Another good written testimonial is a Google review. Google reviews count for many things including how many star ratings one has from a 1 to
a 5 star rating as well as assisting in your natural rankings on Google.

Use before and after photos when appropriate as well. 
Side note: Be sure to utilise good lighting or at least the �ash on your camera and only take before and afters when it is an obvious di�erence
and not something that people really have to look hard to see the di�erence. 
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A BAD EXAMPLE OF BEFORE AND AFTER: A GOOD EXAMPLE OF A BEFOR AND AFTER

When a potential customer can see expressions on your customers face and hear the tone of their voice in a video they see and feel the genuine
nature of such an authentic testimonial. When people read testimonials that are only word based they tend not to believe them due to the fact
that anyone could have written it (where is the proof you as the business owner didn’t falsely write that testimonial?).

Should a potential client feel that a written case study (or testimonial) is fake, the trust is gone and without trust you have no new customer.

I could spend all day on case studies and testimonials and how we’ve tweaked little things here and there for business owners but that’s a
discussion for another day… What is important is you get started.

Principle 6: Making your website more visible online

The majority of the business websites I see lack the basic infrastructure needed that search engines like Google want to see.
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Believe it or not many businesses invest enormous amounts of money in an attempt to attract people to view their website. Two of the main
online platforms business owners invest heavily in are Search Engine Optimisation (also called SEO) along with Google ads but these websites
fail the test of being a well-structured website that is search engine friendly.

A website without the solid structure (foundations as we call it in the industry) that search engines like to see will result in two costly
complications:

1. You will have to spend more money for every click you receive if you’re investing in Google ads.
2. And you will take much longer to rank in Google organically plus you will need to invest more money in your SEO professional than if

your website was structured correctly.

Often I’ve been hired to remedy what’s not working online for a business owner’s website and unfortunately I’ve at times been the deliverer of
bad news where their website had so many problems that it was less expensive to simply start again. If you’ve owned your website and domain
name for several years this news can be devastating.

So if you are thinking of starting or are already investing in Google ads or SEO, here’s some of what you need on your website to make sure it’s
ready for the search engines so it can be easily found by potential clients?

The checklist:

 You MUST have the following pages (with content on them)… A privacy policy, terms of use,
a contact page, a sitemap (an XML Sitemap) and if you have any disclaimers you must have
a disclaimer page on your website. A really good spot to place these page links is via a link
to each one in the footer of every page on your website.
 You must have the keywords you wish to target in the title tag of your website, the
description tag and keyword tag along with it mentioned in the H tags of the page. As most
web developers outsource this kind of work out to Indian based companies who charge
crazy cheap rates it’s important to note that there are many web developers who do this
because they have very limited knowledge in this type of work as they are graphic
designers, not SEO or AdWords experts. If you are considering implementing this type of
work on your website I recommend you doing this with someone who has a comprehensive
knowledge of SEO.
 Content (words on your page)... For the most part (pending the industry) people may not
even read what is on your web page BUT Google and other search engines want to know
that you deliver quality content which is related to the search term someone just made.

You can read more on the importance of quality content directly from Google’s support centre here:
https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/40349?hl=en
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An important side note:

The more competitive the keyword you are aiming to rank in front of your competitors for the more content you genuinely need on that web
page.

Principle 7: The BIG Mistake almost 100% Of Businesses Make is:

Before I leave you I believe it best I share one last point… It’s only one point but it’s a real doozy and one of the biggest killers of carpet cleaning
businesses I’ve seen over the past 14 years… and I would hate for you to read over this editorial only to make the same mistake.

Over the past 14 years I've seen a recurring problem that cost the business owner dearly… it often costs people their family home, their
children and marriages as well as their business.

The big problem starts when they eagerly spend tens if not hundreds of thousands of dollars on equipment, portables, a truck mount and a new
vehicle but I rarely see a business owner consider consistent funding for marketing their business. Well sometimes they do but in comparison
to their $2,000 monthly repayments on their van and machine they crumble at even half that which is the fundamental important principle of
growing any business… Investing wisely in marketing.

The hesitancy often is a direct result of not understanding marketing. If we use $5,000 as a marketing budget example you will �nd it’s seen as
a $5,000 expense rather than a $5,000 investment. It is important to note that it sure will be a $5,000 expense that may return very little if
not put together by one with a comprehensive knowledge of marketing.

Amazingly, I’ve only ever worked with one client in 14 years who upon starting his company in year one already had a realistic budget set aside
for advertising and marketing and he had a budget set aside for the initial 12 months.

WOW… wasn’t I taken back!

Turns out his background was in accounting and he had the values of marketing drummed into him since an early age by his father who was a
self-made millionaire with several successful companies.

Talking about success, one of the most important elements of success in any business is consistent cash-�ow and the best way to obtain
consistent cash �ow is to implement a marketing system that attracts a steady �ow of new clients. You can determine that your marketing
delivers this through split testing and measuring multiple campaigns on a wide spectrum of advertising mediums.

Allow me to explain that in plain English…

You create multiple di�erent adverts… For this example we will use 12 di�erent adverts. You invest in a professional copy writer to create 12
di�erent adverts for you. You then run one in your local paper, one in the Saturday paper, one read out on the radio, one letter box drop, one in
a magazine and so on. (By the way, a professional copy writer is NOT someone at the advertising agency where you’re placing an advert, radio
commercial or TV ad).
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It would be wise to o�er something di�erent in some of the adverts. Use a tracking number at the bottom of each di�erent advert (so if you
had 12 di�erent adverts you would have 12 di�erent tracking numbers). A simpler way to track 12 di�erent adverts cheaply yet very
accurately is by using 12 di�erent short term 1300 numbers in the advert (today you can hire a 1300 number very cheap and just on a month
to month basis). You now run the adverts… When the calls come in you check them o� against the tracking numbers or 1300 numbers to see
which advert converted into the most phone calls.

When you have a winning advert guess what you do now?

You run that advert ONLY on all the advertising mediums because it’s proven to be the best converting advert. Sometimes there are two or
three close winners so you would run all three rather than all twelve.

Pretty simple isn’t it.

Once you assemble the data you can easily see which options were the most successful thus eliminating the lesser performing adverts. At this
point you then use your marketing budget ‘ONLY’ on those adverts that outperformed all others and voilà… You now have a formula for
attracting new clients whenever you want… Literally!

Best part is you often spend less money while achieving much better results.

It’s like a switch you can turn on and o� to your liking as it’s proven to be a winning formula.

If you’re wondering if this formula works allow me to share this point. In 14 years of implementing this formula it has worked 100% of the
time without fail in every single business I’ve worked on. Like anything you only need to see it through and not quit half way.

How long does this take to implement?

The time this will take you will depend on numerous principles such as where you are advertising, what you are using to split test and measure,
how often you are advertising, are you investing in a professional to help you or going it alone, how many products and services you are
marketing, how much you are investing etc.

With many of the carpet cleaners I have worked with we �nd if one is committed we always see very strong results in just three months, often
less. Three months may seem like a long time however if you do not follow this system strictly your marketing will be all over the place with no
true statistics to base decisions on… The alternative is a costly exercise.

Bonus Principle 8: A quick note on referrals

There will be referrals here and there but a successful carpet cleaning business will never rely on referrals alone… referrals are the icing on
the cake in business and usually not much more.
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Having said that I do recommend utilising an in house referral system speci�cally for carpet cleaners that has already proven itself.

When implementing an in house referral system and providing you follow a well-structured referral system (like the one we use) it will be more
like referrals on steroids.

A good example of an e�ective referral system is giving a customer something special that is perceived as a valuable item in their eyes in
exchange for every referral they bring to your business.

And don’t be stingy in giving a thank you gift to the one who referred you or you may not receive a referral from that person again. Remember
the lifetime vale of your clients.

If they referred to you a customer that netted you $400 you might like to consider sending them a $25 fuel voucher for example. You only
need to do this once on average.

The bigger the gift often results in a “motivated referral fanatic”.

OK… In brief, what I’ve taken the time to include in this letter is enough to get you started on the right track.

Is this all we know?

These �ndings apply mostly to carpet cleaning businesses. To step up and put your carpet cleaning business on steroids I invite you to a free
web class where we will be teaching you how you can add $187,000 to your carpet cleaning business in twelve months or less without you ever
having to spend additional money on your advertising. You can watch from the comfort of your own home (best viewed on a lap top or desktop
computer) and you can see when our next Free carpet cleaning web class is on here: www.TheSmartCarpetCleaner.com

To your success,

Mark Anthony
The Smart Carpet Cleaner

www.TheSmartCarpetCleaner.com
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